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Sponsor Aztec Aero
The future of aerospace engineering begins with education today. Partnering with our organization
will allow you to enhance the teaching of San Diego's finest aeronautics prospects, and open the
opportunity for their skills to be showcased on an international stage. Beyond competitive victory,
your contribution will help further our industry by effectively equipping its newest entrants.

Join us on our journey and we will share updates throughout the year as we design, build, and fly
our aircraft to first place. Thanks to the immaculate generosity of our private and corporate sponsors,
our team is able to explore new horizons and return with expertise and zeal. As progress is made
throughout this year, we will share updates to our email newsletter and social media - which we
invite you to follow.
Sincerely,
The 2022-2023 Aztec Aero Team
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About the Team
Aztec Aero (formerly SDSU DBF) is a student-run
organization devoted specifically to competing in the
AIAA Design, Build, Fly competition. Every year,
a variety of students across disciplines converge
to develop and construct a radio-controlled aircraft
best fit for the tasks outlined in that year's guidelines.

Participation in this competition provides students with
a rare opportunity to take the concepts they discuss
theoretically in class and apply them in a hands-on
context that mirrors the work they expect to do in their
careers. The nature of the development process also
cultivates organizational skills, knowledge of teamwork
dynamics, and practice in positions of leadership.
Pairing this with the extensive professional network
the competition offers makes for a career launchpad
truly unmatched.

About AIAA
Design Build Fly
Design, Build, Fly is an international student
competition hosted by the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
the world’s largest professional society
in the aerospace industry. At the beginning of
the year, the institute releases the series of
objectives teams are expected to complete.
Teams from across the globe each design and
manufacture an aircraft that they believe most
efficiently satisfies the competition's demands.
This culminates in a massive gathering where
teams fly their aircraft through the missions,
and the most capable aircraft are awarded.
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Short Term Goals (2023):
Design and manufacture a prototype aircraft as a
summer project, in preparation for competition
Perform rigorous research and development to gain
an early advantage before the rules are released
Iterate multiple designs and prototypes to maximize
opportunities for flight testing before competition
Attend the in-person event in Tuscon, Arizona
Achieve first place in the competition
Assist members in acquiring internships and
exploring post-graduate opportunities

Long Term Goals (2025):
Establish a systematic workflow that future teams
can adopt for optimal competition performance
Stock our laboratory with precise reliable equipment
Broaden our professional network, as well as
strengthen relationships with existing partners
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Sponsorship Tiers
Diamond - ($2,000)
Extra Large Logo on the Aztec Aerospace Website
Extra Large Logo on our Competition Shirts
Extra Large Logo on our Competition Plane
Custom Framed Photo of the Team
and Plane at Competition
Social Media Shout-Out

Platinum - ($1,000)
Large Logo on the Aztec Aerospace Website
Large Logo on our Competition Shirts
Large Logo on our Competition Plane
Social Media Shout-Out

Gold - ($500)
Medium Logo on the Aztec Aerospace Website
Medium Logo on our Competition Shirts
Small Logo on our Competition Plane
Social Media Shout-Out
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How to Become a Sponsor
Aztec Aerospace Design Point of Contact
Gabriela Gonzalez Ayala
Email: GGonzalezayala8360@sdsu.edu
Date to sponsor by: August 31, 2022
Option 1: Submit check to:
The Campanile Foundation
5500 Campanile Drive
San Diego, CA 92182-1968
Please make the check out to: DBF Club Foundation, Account: C04287
Option 2: Donate virtually via the SDSU College of Engineering Giving website
http://campaign.sdsu.edu/dbf
Funds from this link will go directly to Aztec Aero’s university account
If you would like a tax write-off form for your donation, please inform either:
Gabriela Gonzalez Ayala (email above)
Elex Leary: ELeary2707@sdsu.edu
Please contact Gabriela Gonzalez Ayala with your preferred email address for
newsletter updates and social media account handles we may tag you on
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THANK YOU
Aztec Aero sincerely appreciates your consideration!
The diligence and passion of all our team members extends to both
our collective commitment to excellence in competition, and our
individual ambitions to impact the aerospace industry at large.
Any support shared expands our potential further!
Aztec Aero also offers workshop tours and guest speaker
opportunities for any donors who wish to extend their involvement.
Please email our Gabriela Gonzalez Ayala for scheduling information.
Guidance from our sponsors is always welcome!
Thank you so much for your time!

Keep up with Aztec Aero:
LinkedIn: Aztec Aerospace Design
IG: @Aztec_Aero
FACEBOOK: AztecAero
TWITTER: @AztecAero
TIKTOK: Aztec_Aero
YouTube: Aztec Aero

